
 
 

SAILORS   CHOICE   DODGERS  
 
The   Sailor’s   Choice   Dodger   is   a   custom   tailored   dodger   engineered   to   meet   your   needs   within   the  
confines   of   your   boat   design.    Years   of   sailing   experience,    combined   with   countless   dodger   patterns  
have   made   possible   the   ultimate   dodger   for   your   boat.    You   pick   the   height   ,   the   coverage   and   style,  
we   make   it   work.    At   Sailors   Choice,    all   canvas   projects   are   custom.   We   build   to   suit   your   needs   and  
desire   to   make   a   fully   functional   dodger   that   compliments   your   boat   with   style   and   grace.  
 
CONSTRUCTION   AND   STANDARD   FEATURES  
All   our   dodgers   are   constructed   with   only   the   highest   quality   materials   available.    We   start   with   thick  
wall   high-grade   Stainless   Steel   tubing   and   fittings   to   create   a   frame   which   will   fit   your   boat   exactly.  
The   7/8   inch   tubing   is   bent   in   our   shop   and   shaped   for   maximum   size   to   fit   your   boat   correctly.    We  
then   install   the   frame   and   take   a   pattern   to   your   specifications   and   needs.   
 
During   the   construction   phase,    we   use   only   Sunbrella   fabric.    This   acrylic   fabric   is   simply   the   best  
and   most   durable   fabric   made   for   marine   use.    We   reinforce   all   load   areas   and   points   of   attachment  
with   dacron   material   and   finish   off   all   exposed   areas   with   Sunbrella   fabric   binding   for   an  
outstanding   finish.    Sunbrella   material   is   available   in   just   about   any   color   and   will   certainly   add   a  
nice   distinctive   look   to   your   boat.    Our   dodgers   are   constructed   for   maximum   visibility   and   use   .030  
high   grade   double   polished   crystal   clear   window   vinyl   sheets.    All   frame   attachments   are   zippered   on  
and   off   and   opening   windows   use   YKK   marine   zippers   and   are   reinforced   and   hidden   for   maximum  
UV   protection.    For   an   even   longer   life   we   use   UV   coated   polyester   thread   for   sewing.    Our  
installation   on   your   boat   is   done   using   only   high   quality   TRW   fasteners   and   securely   installed.  
Finally,    for   extra   protection,    the   aft   edge   of   our   dodgers   are   reinforced   with   a   textured   vinyl   for   grip  
and   durability.    All   these   construction   features   make   for   the   highest   quality   and   longest   lasting  
dodger   available.   
 
We   offer   two   basic   dodger   designs   which   cover   just   about   any   boat   shape.    Sometimes   one   design  
lends   itself   better   than   the   other   so   we   take   time   to   discuss   design   and   options   with   you.    We   take  
pride   in   developing   a   dodger   that   looks   great   on   your   boat.   
 
ESTIMATED   PRICES  
STANDARD   DODGER ZIP-OUT   SIDE   DODGER  
BOAT   SIZE ESTIMATED   PRICE* ZIP-ON   AWNING  
up   to   25’ $1000.00 $250.00  
25’   to   29’ $1075.00 $250.00  
30’   to   35’ $1150.00 $250.00  
35’   to   40’ $1250.00 $250.00  
40’   and   above $1350.00 $250.00  
 
**These   prices   are   all   estimated.   All   work   is   custom.   More   detailed   pricing   is   available   during   an  
estimate.     Contact   us    for   more   information.   Prices   include   installation   on   your   boat.   Any   special  
modifications   can   be   priced   out   accordingly.   Most   boats   do   not   require   any   special   equipment   or  
modifications.  

https://www.sailchoice.com/contact
https://www.sailchoice.com/contact
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